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FUNORI POWDER  
 
Funori is a natural polysaccharide extracted from the red alga Gloiopeltisfurcata, coming from 
Japan. Like other natural products, Funori is a mixture of substances, mainly funorans, whose 
percentages may vary depending on the type of seaweed used, on the method of extraction and 
on seasonal factors too [1].  
Funoran is the polymer obtained byb-D-galactose-6-sulfate and 3,6-anhydro-a-L-galactose, which 
are the same units present in agar-agar, but so much more sulphatedin Funori that they lose the 
ability to give rigid gel. Certainly, funorans maintain a certain thickener capacity, which however 
manifests itself at concentrations higher than those of agar-agar. 
The traditional use of Funori is that of starch for fabrics, hence the name (FU = canvas, NORI = 
glue), but in restoration is used in various sectors, mainly as consolidant for weak paper and 
depolymerised canvas [2], or as fixative for detached painting layers and with tendency to 
powdering, all materials for which its characteristic of giving a matte finish is very much 
appreciated.  
Used in Japan since a few centuries, this product appeared in Western restoration laboratories 
only in the last 20 years, starting from the interventions on Oriental artefacts, both polychrome and 
paper [1]. 
While ordinarily Funori is marketed as dried seaweed, C.T.S. has chosen a particular type, which 
is presented as a fine yellowish powder and characterised by a higher content of polysaccharide 
than dried seaweed.  
The pH of a solution at 1.5% is 7.0. 
 
Advantages and limitations 
Funori solutions cause a slightest change in the appearance of the treated surfaces, contrary to 
natural consolidants like animal gelatines, sturgeon glue, or semi-synthetic products such as 
modified cellulose (Klucel G, Tylose MH 300 P).  
It’s possible to get a good level of consolidation of pictorial film working at relatively low 
concentrations. 
Although it’s attackable by micro-organisms, Funori is less sensitive than other natural products. 
However, once prepared the solution, it must be kept in the refrigerator to prevent mould growth. 
Funori tends to absorb water, but to a lesser extent until a relative humidity (RH) of 75%. Above 
these values, progressive water absorption occurs, therefore it’s not recommended for outdoors 
use or in any case subject to high relative humidity.  
From comparative studies [3] Funori results stable to photo-oxidation if purified. 
 
Preparations 
Several methods of preparation are reported in literature. Normally it’s expected to keep Funori 

powder soaking in demineralised water for a few hours: it is very important not to use tap water 
because metal cations, especially Ca2+, may cause a high increase in viscosity. The concentration 
of the product is to be determined according to the method of application, but it varies between 0.3 
and 3%. 
Funori has to be heated for about 20 minutes without bringing to the boiling point: the ideal 
temperature is 80 °C, but it can work also at lower temperatures for longer periods, up to an hour if 
you are working at 60 °C. Then let it cool and filter it with a thin canvas in order to eliminate fibrous 
impurities. 
Note: literature describes also an extraction method at room temperature (12 hours of soaking, 
followed by filtration), but it extracts less product (as a consequence, it is necessary to start from a 
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dispersion of 10%), and it’s mainly used for “velinatura”. The molecular weight of the cold 
extraction method is lower than the hot one, so the viscosity results lower [4]. 
 
Application 
Funori solution can be applied by brush, possibly interposing on the surface a Japanese paper.  
Funori solution is sometimes added to solutions of stronger adhesives (starch paste or animal 
glue), to change its viscosity. 
 
Safety  
Funori is certified non-toxic, even if ingested.  
 
Packs  
Funori powder: 100 g 
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Informations in this document are based on our knowledge and on laboratory tests dating from the 
latest version. User must ensure the suitability of the product in its application prior to use, and is 
obliged to observe the laws and regulations on hygiene and safety.  
C.T.S. S.r.l. guarantees the constant quality of the product but it is not liable for any damage 
caused by improper use of the material. The product is intended for professional use only. In 
addition, components and packaging may change at any time without notice. 
 


